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Teacher’s Guide
I am so thrilled that you have purchased the Student Success Log. It’s
part of a bundle of resources I’ve developed over the past 4 years that have
facilitated some of the most meaningful dialogue I’ve had with students about
their grades and what they can do to take charge of their success.
You’ll notice that the title on TPT is “Study Habit” Log, but I adjusted the
title on the student version to be “Success Log”so that the goal behind those
study habits is clear for students.
I created the Success Log in response to a particularly tricky 6th grade
AVID class I had one year. It was clear to me that my students were
struggling to see the connection between the little things—taking notes,
asking the teacher for help, and completing their homework—and their own
grades. Because they didn’t know what they could do to raise their grades, it
started affecting their confidence in school. I wanted something that would
empower my students, that would give them the keys to take control.
While I’ve primarily used these resources for 6th graders, it can be used
with secondary students of all ages. All students can benefit from reminders
about what resources and advocacy tools exist in their own toolbox to help
them along, as well as checking in with how well they’re using them.
For best results, use in conjunction with the Tracking my GPA,
Calculating my GPA lesson, and/or Missing and Low Assignment Organizer
— or download all of them at a discount with the GPA-Goal Bundle.

Example Corresponding Lesson
Content Objective:
Students will be able to create a meaningful GPA goal.
Materials:
Class copies of Study Habit Log (Student Success Log)
Lesson Plan:
1. Ask students to raise their hand and say what university they
planned on attending.
2. On a projector in front of the class, Google “[University Name]
admissions GPA”
1. Show recommended GPA for that University
2. Point out where the Success Log explains which letter grades
correspond to each GPA (first box)
3. Ask for another volunteer, or come up with a university that you know
would require a different GPA
1. Repeat step 2
4.Demonstrate and then have students complete first two questions on
success log
1. *ELL help: I included sentence stems on the sheet to help give
students ideas
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Teacher’s Guide
Lesson Continued
5. Explain to students that there might be things that make getting
their goal GPA difficult, but they have so many things inside their
control that can help them towards their goal.
6. Demonstrate thinking: Celebrations and Goals
i.
Celebrations: demonstrate checking off and reflecting out loud
on sheet For example: “I did this for the first time this week,
so I’m proud of myself.”
ii. Goals: Model thinking in picking a goal. For example: “I have
never done ___, and I think it might help me on my test, so
that’s a goal this week.”
7. Turn and Talk: Ask students to turn and talk about what they are
proud of doing this past week and what their goals are this week.
5. ELL Tip: Provide sentence stems on the board, and demonstrate
using them in front of the class:
5. Celebration Sentence Stems:
5. “This past week, I _________”
6. “I did a good job _____”
7. “During math, I _____”
8. “For the first time, I _____.”
9. “It helped me ______.”
6. Goals This Week Sentence Stems:
5. “This week, I want to _______”
6. “This week, one of my goals is to ________”
7. “…Because I think it will help with _____.”
8. “…Because I’ve never tried it before and I think it
would help with ______.”
9. “…Even though it makes me nervous.”
6. Teacher Tip: Listen to student conversations for great
responses, focused on growth. Ask those students if they
would mind sharing.
8. Call students back—have students share responses
9. Ask students to have it signed by a guardian that night
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My Success Log:

Name:________________

Week of ______

The End Goal:

1. My GPA goal this quarter is: ______

Ideas for # 2:

(4.0=all A’s,
3.0-3.9=mostly A’s and B’s,
2.0-2.9=Mostly B’s and C’s)

1. I chose this GPA goal
because…
2. It’s important to me to have
a __ GPA because I want ....
3. In the future, I want to…,
so my goal is to have a __
GPA.

2. I want this GPA because:

Celebrations:

3. Last week, I did the following to help myself reach my GPA goal:

_____Turned in my homework
_____Turned in missing assignments
_____Revised and resubmitted graded work
_____Participated in class discussions
_____Studied outside of class for tests
_____Asked a teacher for help during class
_____Asked a teacher for help after class
_____Asked a peer for help during class
_____Asked a peer for help after class
_____Taken notes during class when it was required
_____Taken notes during class when it was NOT required
_____Stored ALL notes and handouts in correct section of my binder
_____Kept my binder neat and organized
_____Filled out my planner during each class
_____Came to school/classes every day and on time
_____Other: ____________________________

Goals this Week:

4. My goals this week (use the list above if you need ideas):

1. _____________________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________________________
My signature: ______________________________
Guardian signature: ______________________________
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Thank you for your
purchase!
You can find more resources like this, as well as connect with a
network of teachers dedicated to maximizing their off-duty hours
here:

Teacher Off Duty Blog
Instagram

Teacher Off Duty TPT
Twitter

Facebook

Terms of Use for this product:
Much time, effort, and thought went into this product so that it might help the students in your
classroom. effort, and thought went into this product so that it might help the students in your classroom.
Please respect that work by abiding by the terms of use you agreed to by purchasing this product.
By purchasing this product you agree to:
1. Leave an honest review on my Teachers Pay Teachers store.
2. Comply with the following:
You may:
1. Use and copy this product for your OWN classroom and students.
2. Use this product for your personal use.
3. Review this product and provide a link to my TPT store to recommend others purchase it.
You may not:
1. Give this product, either electronically or physically, to other teachers to use in their
classrooms.
2. Give this product to other people for their own use.
3. Share this product electronically.
4. Post this product on a website, whether personal, classroom, or district.
5. Copy or modify parts of this to give for free or sell for money.
Copyright © 2017 Jeanne Wolz, www.teacheroffduty.com. All rights reserved by author. This product is
to be used by the original downloader only. Copying for more than one teacher, classroom, department,
school, or school system is prohibited. This product may not be distributed or displayed digitally for
public view. Failure to comply is a copyright infringement and a violation of the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act (DMCA). Clipart and elements found in this PDF are copyrighted and cannot be
extracted and used outside of this file without permission or license. Intended for classroom and personal
use ONLY.
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